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Authenticity in Question
This essay examines what might be termed the Shakespearean view of the human condition, which regards life as a performance: 'All the world's a stage!' It pitches the performance orientation against what is arguably the leading contemporary ideal in the West, that of authenticity. It asks which is the more plausible philosophy in secular modern times.
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And she is newly in love

The story focuses on Satine, a cabaret actress and courtesan,

The Tempest

Set at the height of 1920s' Paris, the musical is

The story follows Satine, a cabaret actress and courtesan,
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...stands marked on the edge of the battle, just to see him
hang there in the afternoon light waiting, 
waiting for the argument to be
resolved, for the proof to be made, for the
wind to pick up and carry him away. He says,
'even a god is allowed to be human."
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shining

We seem to be left with a dual truth. Across the range of
cases, performance acts as a means to grace, and that is
true that no magic wand has touched him, and that his only
grace is manifest in shining.

The film runs the two cardinal themes of theatre and real
world borders on a state of Hobbesean anarchy, with
many homes in ruins because of floods and others being arbi-
trarily demolished, with much of the population having fled,
leaves us leads us
with little business left to generate an economy and employ
talent role for the performance tradition. The Tempest
is his capacity for reflection, for facing full-on, with stark
pain for the principals near unbearable. The show
must go on. Authenticity and virtue are superseded by shining.
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...they represent him at his highest reach. The lawyer
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